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I've always been a fan of this type of photography. Getting naked and showing off in a pretty
misty environment looking like a punk rock slut gives me tingles! I felt pretty damn powerful
and sexual throughout. This is one of my early sets made by HellsPhoto - enjoy!
There are times that I like to head up through Sydney on hikes. Naturally, I always try to
bring my trusty dildo with me just in case I get a little horny while surrounded by such a
beautiful landscape. I think you can see from this shoot that I definitely got in touch with my
natural side!
I used to do a little LARPing back in the day and came across this great dress before
shooting. I felt like a young wench hoping to be picked up by a knight in shining armour sadly, the only thing I got was some guy walking his dog through the woods!
I try not to make my content here too artsy, but I gotta admit: this was really fun. Smoking by
the window with light shining through played with a number of different mediums. Oh, this
was also at my old job - so shh, I don't want to get in trouble!
I was bumbling through Tumblr and saw a post about blanket forts. You know those things
you made when you were younger and were absolutely awesome, but something that adults
aren't allowed to do, because reasons? Ya. Those. Anyway, I was having a bit of a lazy day
and made it even beter with some X-rated cushion and duvet constructions - enjoy!
Today was a warm one, so I figured it would be fun to head down to the river and have a little
fun. I didn't come across a single person while walking, so I figured getting naked and having
a bit of a swim would be a good idea. Who doesn't love a soaking wet woman anyways?
This is a sister photoset to my Bikinis + Buttplugs video. After I finished playing, I decided
that I would just go running around the nude beach to really enjoy myself. A few people saw
me and if I'm honest with you, it was pretty damn hot knowing that I was allowed - even
encouraged - to be naked!

